Von Interesse für diese Ubergangsphase von präskriptiver zu deskriptiver Analyse ist die Auseinandersetzung zwischen Rosenfeld und Kossakowski in der zweiten
Probably the most useful initial reference work for information on socio-political aspects of the GDR, the DDRHandbuch is now available in a "completely revised and enlarged edition." Quantitatively larger by some 307. and qualitatively slightly less conservative, the new edition distinguishes itself from its predecessor primarily in the If the elements of these tales seem largely familiar, however, Manfred Pieske has woven them into eight marvelously original flights of fancy whose underlying themes range from the personal, ethical sphere to allegorical representations of social and political issues. The title story, for example, deals with a young man transformed by a witch into a "Glückspfennig" which always seems to bring its finder ill fortune. Only when a finder uses the wishes to which he is entitled unselfishly is the spell broken and the young man reunited with his father. The "Märchen vom Gnomen, der eine wunderschöne Frau liebte" is a remarkable fantasy which also turns upon the theme of selflessness, albeit in a very different context. Here, a man is condemned to appear as a hideous gnome until he solves "das Rätsel des kategorischsten, selbstlosesten Liebesdienstes für die Geliebte" (130). The solution to the riddle, it turns out, is to be so selfless, so lacking in possessiveness or jealousy as to cheerfully allow his wife a night of sexual bliss with another man. The story is amusingly told in the first person from the perspective of the unsuspecting and frequently nonplussed surrogate lover. An example of a tale dealing with social issues is the "Märchen vom köstlichen Polipatschka," a simple but timely allegory on the dangers of attempting to satisfy questionable material needs through uncontrolled exploitation of natural resources. Even sharper criticism of certain aspects of GDR society can be seen in the "Märchen vom König, der einen Fingertupf haben wollte." The ruler of this unnamed mythical kingdom lives in total isolation from the people, surrounded by sycophants and yea-sayers who report only what the king wants to hear. When he gains the power to read the real thoughts of the people (and of his ministers), the king is so horrified that he renounces the gift of clairvoyance. Truth is such a rare and forbidden commodity in this kingdom that one minister chastises another at one point with the words: "Dein Wahrheitsfanatismus hat einen schlimmen naturalistischen Zug" (143). For the most part, however, Pieske's tales are so rich in fantastic figures and occurences as to invite any number of possible interpretations, and I do not think he has chosen the fairy tale form solely as a convenient camouflage for criticism of GDR reality. Nor is it a flight from that reality. I believe, rather, that Pieske's interest in the world of fantasy stems from a thematic concern with the role of fantasy itself. In the "Märchen vom zufälligen Zufall" a race of giants is portrayed as smug, self-satisfied, dogmatic, and incapable of admitting error. When confronted by the race of "Märchenvolk," only the liberals among them welcome their fresh ideas and stimulating new approaches. Like most of the others this tale ends happily with the giants regaining the ability to value and use their imagination through intermarriage with the "Märchenvolk." If one is permitted to equate "Riese" with "Erwachsene," then this tale can be seen as an allegory for the intended effect of these "Märchen für Erwachsene" upon the readers of Pieske's delightful book. Finally, if the tales alone provide insufficient stimulus, thirteen wonderful illustrations by Regine Grube-Heinecke can hardly fail to arouse even the most atrophied imaginations.
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